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Introduction
While a pump is a very simple mechanism and does not seem
a very important factor in the world's progress, yet when one
stops to enumerate the different occupations that can be car-
ried on without the aid of a pump in some form or other, he is
at once surprised at the smallness of the figure, were it not
for the pump the live-stock on our farms would perish in the
summer
,
while the city would never reach any great size until
fire would claim it as a victim. It is this wide scope of util-
ity that has developed the pump into one of the most important
of machines, and without it a great handicap would he placed
on every industry.
While the pump is one of the most important pieces of
machinery, yet in attaining its present stage of development
it has presented to engineers some of the most difficult
problems. It is the completeness of the solution of these
problems in the design and operation of the Henry R. northing-
ton forty-million gallon pumping engine installed in the spring-
field Avenue Pumping stations of the city of Chicago, that
prompted the presentation of this paper.

3Part I
History of the Development of the
Pumping Engine
Considering modern machinery in its relative importance
today, it hardly seems natural that the pumps should be
among the last to mafce its appearance. The history of pump-
ing machinery dates from the year 200 B.C., there being no
mention of such machinery previous to that time. In early
days the man who had a water supply in the form of a well was
considered wealthy and the manner of drawing the water to the
surface was a matter of secondary consideration it generally
being accomplished by means of a cord and buckets or some
similar means. This perhaps accounts for the fact that in
Hero^ "Pneumatics'* we find the invention of the pump preceeded
by that of the slide valve, the spindls valve, the common clack
valve, illustrating the application of a metallic piston to
a metallic oylinder , and nearly one hundred other inventions.
While it is impossible to give in this brief discussion
all of the inventions produced in the development of the pump
of today
,
yet a few of the main steps will be set forth
3$ere , The first pump of which we have any record, described
in Hero's "Pneumatics* embodies the present principal of valves;
i.e., an inlet and outlet valve to a cylinder in which a piston
works. The pumps had two cylinders which were single acting,
the pistons being connected to a rocker arm so that one piston
at a time discharged water into the common discharge pipe. While

4the pump had this early date for its birth, yet it was not
until the beginning of the seventeenth centurr that the true
principal of its action was understood. Until this time no
attempt had been made to discover the reason why water rose
upwards under the r iston. In the year 1641 the Duke of
Florence when pump maker to his Royal Highness ^complained
that the water would not rise more than thirty two feet. Galileo
was applied to for a solution of the problem but failed, and
it was a short time after, that one of his pupils, Toricelli #
came to the conclusions that atmospheric pressure counter
poised the thirty -two feet column of water. Experiments in
1643 proved his supposition correct, as well as establishing
the principal of our present barometer.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century we do not find
any very great steps taken in the development of pumps over
the simple one of Hero's time. London seems to claim the
honor of having the first water works of any consequence. It
was in the year 1581 that Peter Maurice was granted a lease
to erect an engine within the first arch of the London Bridge,
for the purpose of supplying the city with lHater. His pump-
ing machinery consisted of an undershot waterwheel , connect-
ed to pumps; which, when the tide flowed quickly, had a capacity
of pumping at the rate of two and one-half million gallons per
twenty-four hours.
Perhaps the next step worthy of note, is that of the in-
vention of the stuffing box . All pumps considered so far
have been of the single acting type. In the year 1675 Sir
Samel Morland invented the plunger pump, the main feature of

5which was the stuffing box. This not only marks one of the
main steps in pump design, but it also made possible the
steam engine in its present form*
in the year 1732 M. Demour * Frenchman proposed to raise
water by putting into rapid motion pipes spreading at the top
like a V, This was the first step in the development of our
present form of centrifugal pumps. M , Demour in the operation
of his pumps placed the ape* of the cone of pipes in water
and then by revolving at a high rate of speed the centrifugal
force overcame gravity, and the water rose in the pipes
and was delivered at a higher level*
While pumps of today do not differ materially from those
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, yet there is a
marked change in the mode of driving them. The mine pumps of
an earlier day were run mostly by horse—power and it was not
until the latter part ftf the eighteenth centry that ste am was
used to any great extent to run pumps. The first type of
steam propelled pumps was of the shaft and flywheel pattern,
where an engine was used to turn the crank on one end of the
shaft while the pump$ was operated from the other, with the
fly-wheel between. There rras the objection to this type of
pumr that the delivery was not constant, but fluctuated
throughout the stroke. As the piston cam© to rest at each end
of the stroke, the whole column of water must also stop and
start with it, and in this manner a great deal of energy was
lost. This was practically over come for the time being by
means of an air chamber placed in the delivery pipe which act>-
ed as an accumulator storing up and giving out energy during

each stroke of the pump ,
lfe». Jonathan Dounton of Blackwell London in the year 1825
overcame this feature in another manner on the pumps that were
used in the British Navy at that time. He used the shaft and
flywheel type of pump out had three pistons working in the
one cylinder. The three piston rods telescoped one another
and were attached to three separate cranks on the shaft , set
at angles of 120° . Thus he had one piston rising all the time
so that nearly a constant flow of water from the mains resulted.
This type of pump was used for many years by the Britons and
proved a most successful machine.
The shaft and fly-wheel pump however had its disadvantage
in that the power must be transmitted to the shaft and from
there to the pump . This was not a very efficient method and
attempts were being made to eliminate this feature when Henry
R. worthington came out with his direct connected pump and
engine. That is, with the pump piston on one end of the piston
rod and the steam piston on the other. In the first pump put
out, he did not gain much, if any
,
in efficiency over the
other forms af pumps, due to the fact that full steam pres-
sure was required throughout the entire stroke and thus the
expansive force in the steam could not be utilized. Vifaile it
was inefficient, yet it was in a different manner , and having
over come some difficulties, it gave a new line along which
to work. This type of pump had been long looked for, but had
been rather slow in its development due to the difficulty of
obtaining a positive valve motion. This feature was overcome
by worthington on his single cylinder pump
, and later in a

7much simpler manner upon the duplex pump where the antion of the
piston of one pump controlled the valve action of the other.
This type of pump with all of its modern improvements is the
pump of today as we see it in all of its varied forms. While
the shaft and fly-wheel pump is still uned in a great many places
and the centrifugal pump has its field, yet none of them serve
in as many places as does the direct acting type.

sPart II
The Development of the
Henry R. Worthington
Pumping Engine.
It is safe to say that no form 3f steam pump is in such
extensive use today as the direct acting steam pump, and when
this is traced to its origin, we find it in the mind of one of
the laborers on a canal boat. Mr. Forth ington was a young man
23 years of age, with no special training, and a common laborer
on one of the boats of our inland water-ways . The canal boats
in their progress had to go through locks at various points, and
as the pumps for supplying water to the boilers were directly
connected to the engines that propelled the boat, it made it
necessary for one man to pump the water by hand while the engines
were idle. This was the time that all of the extra labor was
needed to help operate the lock gates etc. , so it entered young
worthingtons mind to make the pump automatic.
Worth ington received the first patent on his pump in 1841.
The pump while crude in some respects was very complete in others.
The primary objects for which it was designed was that of auto-
matically supplying water to a steam boiler. The pump and boil-
er were so arranged together with floats and levers, that as
soon as the water level in the boiler fell to a certain point,
the pump started up and continued to run until the maximum /
level was reached, when it was automatically stopped. This
form of pump seemed to work perfectly satisfactorily but the
automatic boiler supply attachment soon lost favor in that it

proved as dangerous as it seemed reliable. Th pump itself
was far from perfection . The first objection lay in the
let that the mass of water being moved came to rest at the end
of edch stroke, and when it was again started, severe strains
were brought upon all parts of the pump and piping. Worthington
did not loose sight of this point in his search to improve the
original, and it was not many years until he placed what is
known as the worthington Direct-Acting Duplex Pump on the market.
This pump was much simpler than the single pump in that the
action of one piston controlled the valve motion of the other,
which insured a positive action and caused one piston to be a
half stroke ahead of the other. This latter feature eliminated
the ^training action on the pump parts , and gave nearly a steady
delivery.
With this improvement the direct acting pump came into quite
general use for all small work auch as feeding boilers. However
there was one other point in which this pump was deficient and
which prevented its use where any great quantity of water was
to be pumped or where fuel was high in price. The pump, con-
structed as it was required full steam pressure behind the
piston for the full stroke, for if there was any diminution of
steam in volume or pressure at any point in the stroke the pump
came to a standstill. This made the pump very uneconomical in
its use of steam, as none of the expansive force present would
be utilized. This was first overcome by means of a second steam
cylinder placed in line with the first, and having a volume
about four times that of the first cylinder. The steam was used
in the small cylinder, from which it exhausted behind the piston
of the larger and was used a,^ain. With this improvement and
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other small changes in design the direct acting pump was at
last placed in position to compete with the rotative pumps
which had held unchallenged supremecy in all of the larger
pumping plants of the Tforld.
As the sice of water-works plants increased the sudden
stopping and starting of the column of water being moved grew
to be such an important item, that the fly-wheel pumps soon
became inadequate. The direct acting duplex pump eliminates
this feature so that with the slight aid of an air chamber in
the discharge mains, .great masses of water may be forced
through long mains without the least unnecessary strains.
While the direct acting pumps accomplished many things it still
was objectionable in that the steam could not be cut off and
allowed to expand in the different cylinders. It was nearing
the level of the fly-wheel pump in this respect, yet the latter
coiibld store up energy in the fly-wheel at the beginning of the
stroke and give it out on the last half
, thtte xoelling the
direct acting pump in econonty. Attempts were made to attach
this feature in the form of a flywheel to the direct acting
pump, but it was as a rule at the expense of the much desired
steady delivery.
The solution of this problem was at last rendered by the
son of the inventor of the direct acting pump. The one idea
on which he worked was that the indicator aard taken from the
water cylinder was practically a rectangle, and that to use
the expansive force of t: '.earn he must have an excess pres-
sure at the beginning of the stroke which could be stored up
and given out as the steam expanded. Were it not stored up the

=excess pressure would be transmitted directly to the water
plunger which v;ould result in uneven water pressure throughout
the stroke, and the disastrous feature of unsteady pressure in
t»h a mains would again be introduced. This energy due to the
excess pressure at the beginning of the stroke was stored up in
wnat are called compensating cylinders. To the crosshead of
the pump are attached two oscillating cylinders so set that
when the piston rod is at the center of its stroke the cylinders
which turn on trunions, are at right angles to the piston rod.
The compensating cylinders are connected through their hollow
trunions to an accumulator. The pressure on the plunger in
the cylinders is governed by this differential type of accumu-
lator. This accumulator is a vertical cylinder of two differenl
bores. The smaller bore is at the bottom, and is connected to
the trunions of the oscillating cylinders by piping
. The u.pper
end, which has the larger bore is connectd to the air chamber
in the delivery mainr. m this accumulator is one common piston
the one end of which fits the small bore and the other the large
bore of the cylinder. The oscillating cylinders piping and
small end of this cylinder are filled with water, while the up-
per end and piping to the air chamber are filled with air.
Thus we have the pressure on the plungers in the compensating
cylinders is equal to the pressure per square inch in the water
mains multiplied by the ratio of the two piston areas in the
accumulator.
The action of this new type of "fly-wheel » as it is some
times called is as follows : During the first part of the stroke
while there is excessive pressure in the steam cylinders the
plungers of the compensating cylinders are being forced
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in so that energy is being stored up. As coon as the pump
piston has passed the middle of the strode, the steam has
been cut off in the steam cylinders and starts to expand,
while the compensating cylinders are starting to give out the
energy that was stored during the first half of the stroke.
Tests have shown this type of "fly-wheel" to be perfectly
satisfactory. with this one and perhaps most important steps
of all in the development of the direct-acting, pumping engine,
this type of machine has risen to a position equal if not su-
perior to any. This feature just described is fully covered
by the patents in the hands of the international St.--'am Pump Co.
of New York and until it becomes public property, the perfor-
mance of this pump will probably not be excelled.
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Part IV
Report of test on Engine
E 2025 in the Springfield
• Avenue Pumping Station
of Chicago
In this section is submitted a report of the duty trial on
the forty-million gallon duplex, triple expansion, Worthington
pumping engine located in the Springfield Avenue Pumping Station
in Chicago.
Object of Trial, - This trial was conducted by Wm. Swan-
hausser for the Henry R. Worthington Co., Thomas T. Johnston
for the city of Chicago and J. C. Thorpe as the disinterested
engineer. The object of the trial being to determine the duty
developed per 1000 pounds of steam consumed by the engine when
operating against a head of not less than 120 feet, with a steam
pressure of not less than 140 pounds per square inch at the
throttle, the steam being superheated to at least 140 Farenheit.
It was also the object of this trial to determine whether or
not the pump would deliver 40 000 U.S. gallons per 24 hours
under the above stated conditions.
Description of Engine, - The engine was built and in-
stalled by the Henry R. Worthington Co., of New York in the year
1904. It is a vertical, duplex, triple expansion, direct con-
nected pumping engine of the high duty type, having six steam
cylinders twenty- seven( 27 ) inches forty- two( 42 ) inches and
seventy-six (76) inches in diameter ; two double acting
,
outside packed water plungers forty-five (45) inches

in diameter, direct connected to the steam cylinders all of
which have a nominal stroke or sixty(60) inches. The engine
is fitted with the Worthington Improved Corliss steam Valve
Gear , and also has the worthington High Duty Attachment.
The engine is equipped with a surface condenser f located
in the pump suction pipe, having a cooling surfacr of eighteen-
hundred (1800) square feet. The air pump, having two double
acting plungers twenty (20) inches in diameter and a stroke of
sixteen (16) inches, is attached to and driven toy the main pump.
The following are the principal dimensions of the engine:
Number of cylinders 6
Diameter of high pressure cylinders inches 27
Diameter of intermediate pressure cylinders inches 42
Diamter of low pressure cylinders inches 76
Number of water plungers 2
Diameter of water plungers inches 45
Nominal stroke of all pistons and plungers inches 60
Diamter of piston rods ; one 4" ; two 4" ; and one 6" .
Area of H. P. piston ( sq. in.) 566.27
"
w I. P. " " " 1366.60
" " I. P- " » 4507.31
" Plungers w " 1577.87
Diameter of air piston of accumulator inches 42
w water plunger of accumulator inches 11
n compensating cylinder plungers inches 9
Clearance at contact in high pressure cylinder (4>) 2.0
" " " " intermediate pressure cylinder (<f>) 1.5
"
"
B ff low pressure cylinder ( clo) l# o
Clear opening through suction valves, each deck (sq. in. )1200
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Clear opening through discharge valves, (square inches ) 1200
Clear opening through suction pipe (square inches) 1840
Conduct of Trial - The trial was made October 1 and 2,
1908. The trial beginning at 1:45 o'clock P.M. October 1
and continuing for twenty-four hours (24) ending at 1:45
o'clock P.M. October 2.
Throughout the trial readings were taken every fifteen
(15) minutes of the steam pressure, receiver pressure, re-
heater pressure, jacket pressure, and vacuum. At intervals of
thrity (50) monutes indicator cards were taken from the steam
cylinders.
Indicator cards were taken from only one set of cylinders
at a time
.
During the first six hours of the test cards were
taken from the throe left cylinders. During the second six
hours from the right three cylinders, the third six hours
from the left and the fourth six from the right. Crosby
inside spring indicators were used. An eighty (80) pound
spring was used on the high pressure cylinder, a twenty (20)
pound spring on the intermediate pressure cylinder, and a ten
(10) pound spring on the low pressure cylinder. The springs
were calibrated before the test and were found to be correct.
Samples of the cards taken are included in this repcr t.
During the trial the water of condensation from the con-
denser
,
and also from the jacket and reheater drains was col-
lected in large barrels and carefully weighed.
The temperature of the water pumped, of the condensed
steam and of the superheat were taken at regular intervals
throughout the test.
The revolutions were recorded by a counter connected to

the valve motion of the engine,,
The pressure in the discharge main was measured with a
Bourdon Gauge which was tested with a dead weight tester
both before and after the trial and found to be correct.
The elevation of this gauge with reference to the Chicago
Datum was determined with an engineers level before the trial.
The depth of water in the ret well below the Chicago Datum
was shown by a dial connected to a float. This apparatus
which is used in the every day operation of the plant, was
checked up the day before the trial and several times during
the trial and found to be correct. The total head then
against which the pump wor^s is the sum of the water pressure
gauge reading in feet, the elevation of the same gauge
, and
the reading of the wet-well dial.
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Sample calculations
( 1 ) Average revolution of engine per minute
Total revolutions
24 x 60
25605
_ 17 77
24 X 60 —
( 2 ) Average piston speed-feet per minute = Average stroke
(ft. ) X 2 X 17.77
= 5.124 X 2 X 17.77
= 181.964
( 3 ) Average plunger displacement per revolution (cu.ft.)
= Area of plunger (sq.ft.) x 4 x stroke (ft)
- (TT x 1.875 2
- .0S73) X 4 X 5.124
=: 224.399
( 4 ) Average plunger displacement per revolution gallons
= 224.399 x 7.431
-1678.5
( 5 ) Average plunger displacement per revolution (pounds).
= 224. 399 X 62.4
= 14002.
5
( 6 ) Average plunger displacement per 24 hours (cu.ft.)
= (3) X 25605
= 224. 399 x 25605
— 5745736
( 7 ) Average plunger displacement per 24 hours ( gals)
- (4) x 25605
~ 1678.5 X 25605
= 42978105
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( 8 ) Average plunger displacement per hour (pounds)
= (5) x 25605
- 14002.5 X 25605
= 358,533,926
(9) Net work delivered per 24 hours foot pounds
= (8) X 123. 32
= 358^33,926
« 44,214,403,754
( 10 ) Net delivered horse-po^er
9
24 X 60 X 33000
= 44214405754
24 X 60 X 33000
= 930.43
(11) Steam used per net delivered horse power per hour (lb
= 252415
24 X 930.43
* 11.30
(12) I. H. P..
= 993.58
(13) Mechanical Efficiency
(10) 930.43
(12) 993.58
— .9392
» 93.92 <fo
(14) Duty per 100 pounds steam used (foot pounds)
=. JSXrm X 1000252415
_ 44214403754
252.415
« 175165516
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The following is a record of the observations and the
data and results derived therefrom*
Table of Results
Number of Engine E 2025
Date 10 - (1 - 2) - 08
Duration of trial (hrs). 24
Steam pressure at throttle (lbs) 141.6
» on L. P. Jackets (lbs) 12.8
» « w reheater coils (lbs) 103.0
Vacuum in condenser (ills, mercury ) 26.71
Barometer (lbs) 14.44
Balancing pressure pounds 106.0
Delivery pressure (guage reading ft.) 86. 6S
Elevation of gauge above Chicago Datum ( feet) 29.34
Elevation of water in wet-well below Chicago Datum
(ft.) 7.3
Total head on pump (ft. ) 123.32
Temperature of water pumped (°P ) 60-7
Number of degrees superheat in steam at throttle
(> ) 182.0
Total condensed steam from air pump and jackets (lbs)
252415.
tt revolutions of engine (24 hrs) 25605
Average revolutions of engine per minute 17.77
length of stroke (ins) 61.487
"
n
» (ft.) 5.124
" piston speed ft per minute 181.964
n plunger displacement per revolution (cu. ft.)
224. 399
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Average plunger displacement per rev. (gals.) 1678.
5
" » " » " (lbs.) 14002.5
» tt n "24 hrs.(eu.ft. ) 5745736.0
" • "
w (gal) 42978105
M
" " » » (lbs) 358533926
Net work delivered per 24 hours footpounds 44214403754
" delivered horse-power 930.43
Steam used per net delivered horse-power per nr. (lb. ) 11.30
Indicated horse-power I.H.P. 993.58
Mechanical Efficiency 9 3.92
Duty per 1000 pounds steam used (foot pounds) 175165516
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Part V
Conclusions
When this test was run it was purely commercial in char-
acter, the object being to determine whether or not the engine
would, develop the guaranteed duty, cosequently the data neces-
sary for a complete report as to heat balance etc. was not taken.
We can, however, by talcing the results of this test together
with the tabulated list of previous tests
, draw some interest-
ing general conclusions. By comparing the duty of the tabulated
list of pumps it will be seen that the pumps using superheated
steam in every case develope a higher duty than those running
on saturated steam. Another very noticeable feature is that the
higher degree of superheat, within the limits of available
data, the higher the duty delivered, as is shown by the curve,
plate number 3 . The points on this curve were taken from the
data from the eight pumps included in the previous list, together
with the results of the present test. It is to be expected
that the points would not lie on a true curve as these pumpa
are located in different places, and were tested at different
times under varying conditions, and no "correction curves" are
presented whereby the data might be *educed to a common basis
of pressure, speed, vacuum, and superheat. As stated above,
it will be noticed that there is an increase of duty with an
increase of superheat, but also, that the increment of increased
duty grows smaller* as the degree of superheat approaches the
limit of the curve. This would indicate that there is an
increase in economy of operation by
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superheating up to 175° TP after which the gain in duty practically
ceases. The reason for this is probably that at the higher de-
grees of superheat, the steam goes through the three cylinders
and is still slightly superheated when exhausted.
The fact that such a wide variation in conditions exists
for the different points on the curve, and that there still
exists this relation between superheat and duty, only goes to
prove that the conclusions drawn nay be relied upon.
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No. of Time
read-
Duty Test.
Springfield Ave. Pumping Station.
1
2
3
4
5
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7
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16
17
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20
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22
23
24
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26
27
28
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30
31
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iO
a
12
IZ
4
5
6
1.45
2.0C
2.15
-?.30
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3.30
3.45
4. 00
4.15
4.30
4.45
5.00
5.15
5.30
5.45
6.00
6.15
6.30
6.45
7.00
7.15
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7.45
8. 00
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8.30
8.45
9.00
9.15
9. 30
9.45
10.00
10.15
10. 30
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11.00
11. 15
11.30
11.45
12.00
12.15
12. 30
12. 45
1.00
Revolution
Counter
09317774.
09318027.
09318299.
09318562. 5
09318025.0
09319085.
09519343.0
09319606.
09319871.
09320138.
0932040;
.
5
C932C66F 5
0932092*. . -3
0932119S.
09321472.0
09321742.
09322011.0
09322275.
C
09322545.
5
09322819.
09323090.
09323365.
09323645.
09323913.
09324186. 5
ID9324458. 5
09324727.
09324991.
09325256.
09325517.
09325782.
09326045.5
09326307.5
09326571.
09326830.5
09327089.5
09327347.5
09327607.
09327874.5
09328138.0
09328404.
09328668.
09328933.
09329201.
09329471.
09329732.0
Engine Log No. I
Counter Gauges
Rev.pr. Steam Vol. Disch
inter of en water
val gine pres.
146.5 26.6 85
263.0 146.0 26.6 83
262.0 146.5 26.6 85
263.5 150.0 26.6 S5
262.5 149.6 26.5 85
260.0 145.5 26.6 84
258.0 147.5 27.0 86
263.0 147.0 26.6 86
265.0 150.0 26.r5 86.5
267.0 150.5 26.5 89
284.5 151.0 26.5 88
263.0 148.0 26.5 87
263.0 150.0 26.4 88.5
270.5 149.0 26.3 55
273.5 146.0 26.4 84.5
270.5 145.0 26.6 85
267.5 146.0 26.6 85
264.0 146.0 26.6 85
270.5 147.5 26.6 85
274.0 147.0 26.7 85.5
271.0 145.0 26.7 84
274.5 148.0 26.7 85
280.0 150.0 26.8 84
268.0 150.0 26.7 86
273.5 151.0 26.7 86.5
272.0 148. 26.6 88
269.0 147 26.7 85.5
264.0 145 26.7 87
264.5 145 26.7 86
261.5 147 26.7 86.5
264.5 145 26.7 86.5
23 3.5 14^ 26.6 86.5
262.5 147 26.6 88
263.5 145 26.7 88
259.5 147 26.7 88
259.0 150 26.6 89.5
258.0 146 26.6 89.5
260.0 149 26.6 88.5
257.0 146 26.6 88
263.5 148 26.6 89
266.0 149 26.6 89
264.0 147 26.6 89
265.5 149 26.4 89
267.5 149 26.4 89
270.0 146 26.9 89
261.0 149 26.9 89
Pump NO. E 2025
ect. 1 & 2, 1908,
wall
level
7.75
7.75
8.35
8.20
8.07
7.43
8.08
7.9S
S.23
8.05
8.03
7.84
7.90
8.00
7.83
7.75
7.80
7.7S
7.74
7.48
7.41
7.50
7.40
7.50
7.76
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.42
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
7.40
Temper
Steam
of en
gine
529
528
529
543
548
547
548
548
542
544
550
554
554
544
540
540
542
542
552
550
550
555
560
558
560
542
548
550
548
550
542
544
544
542
547
544
540
543
544
540
536
528
534
544
548
550
atures
well
62
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
60
60
60
61
60
61
61
60
60
60
60
60
61
61
60
60
61
61
61
61
60
6.1
6e
6
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61

Duty Test (cont)
Springfield Ave. Pumping Station Pump No. U 2025
Oct. 1 & 2 , 1908.
Engine Log No. l
No. Of Time Revolution Counter Gauges Temperatures
read C ount er °T~) >« * » v. -y. ,Kev. pr. Steam Vod Disch wall Steam Well
ings interval o i en
or"? no
Water
pres.
level 01 Gil
gine
Af 1. 15 <eJO f . v j.*o 26. 9 89 7 AD RAT fiiO J.
i inL. 5U 1 AO 26. 9 89 i • DO D'ivJ fi 1D J.
JL. 40 26. 8 89 7 r a 5oc5 Dl
50 o a n<&. U oyooO foil, o Ocj A254. 144 26. 9 89 f • 50 rr53 f Dl
51 2. 15 0yoo-L03y. 5 259. 5 T AT-145 26.9 89 f • 50 538 61
52 2. 30 AA<**7T OAT A 253. 5 145 26. 9 89 5. 25 538 61
53 2. 45 D93;>1552. 259. 145 26. 9 89 5. 20 536 /-» a60
r- a54 3. 00 09331812. 265. 146 26.8 89 5.80 540 61
C IT55 3. 15 093320o3. 5 266. 5 146 26.8 89 5.29 540 60
56 3.30 09332340. 256. 5 145 26.8 89 5.24 529 61
57 3.45 09332599. 259. 148 26.8 89 5.70 532 61
58 4.00 09332862. 263. 150 26.7 89 5.60 540 61
59 4.15 09333121. 259. 147 26.7 39 5.25 538 61
60 4. 30 09333376.5 255.5 147 26.7 89 5.58 533 61
61 4.45 09333636. 259. 5 145 26.8 89. 5.35 535 61
62 5. 00 09333898. 262. 146 26.7 89. 5.45 536 62b
63 5. 15 09334170. 272. 145 26.8 87 5. 70 536 61
64 5. 30 09334438. 268. 148 26. 8 88 6. 30 532 A
"161
65 5. 45 09334708.0 270. 142. 5 26.8 88. 5 6. 50 542 61
66 6. 00 09334978. 268. 145 26.8 86. 5 6. 00 546 61
67 6. 15 09335249. 273. 145 26.8 86. ft A17. 01 544 61
68 6. 30 09335532.0 283. 148 26.8 85. 5 7. 56 542 61
69 6. 45 09335812.
5
280. 5 146 26. 8 84. 7. 89 535 61
70 7. 00 09336091. 278. 5 145 26. 8 84. 5 7. 84 540 61
71 7. 15 09336355. 264. 145 26. 9 84. 5 7. 9S 532 61
72 7. 30 09336628. 273. 145 26. 8 85. 8. 05 530 61
73 7. 45 09336894 266. 145 26. 8 85. 8. 33 543 61
74 8. 00 09337164 270. 14S 26. 8 86. 8. 72 546 61
75 8. 15 0933743? 269. 147 26. 8 85. 8. 60 542 61
76 8. 30 A/\ r? rf rt o r0933770 274. 146 26. 8 85. 8. 40 547 B A
r»rr
1 f 8. 45 0933797** J 272. T A A146 26. 8 85. 8. 51 tr a A540 A A60
n o(O d a ay. uo 0933825*c 3 147 26. 8 o«_> . o 8 fin rc,4•2rx O 80
79 A 1 r9. 15 C»OOOD<!<!, 0<7 A- A2 r 0. 1 AT?14b ( 26 8 85 5 O rr OO . D/O
ou 9. 30 oyooo r yo.
o
C7 A A2 '4. 145 26. 8 85. 5 o. Dv 60
ol y . 4o AAfFTAA'^T Aoy33yo I o. cjTH A<W f . 1 ATI 26.8 85. 5 60
82 T A A A±0. 00 1107707^ fi Aos3o"54o« OI7 "T A<> ( o%\) 145 26.8 85. 5 O . V 546 6C
o o 26 8 146 26.8 85.5 8. 30 538 60
84 10. 30 09339883. 269. 145 26.8 85.5 8. 34 548 6
85 10.45 09340154.0 371.0 149 26.8 86. 5 8.65 561 60
86 11.00 09340426. 272.0 143 26.8 85. 5 8.05 562 60
87 11.15 09340697.0 271.0 147 26.8 86. 8.39 554 60
88 11.30 09340968. 271.0 147 26.8 85.5 8.35 552 60
89 11.45 09*41241. 273.0 146 26.8 85. 5 8.33 550 61
90 12.00 09541515.0 274.0 148 26.8 85. 5 8.52 546 61
91 12. 15 09341781.0 266.0 146 26.8 85.5 8.25 545 61
92 12.30 09342049. 269.0 147 26.8 85.5 8.12 546 61
93 13.45 09342312.0 263.0 143 26.8 85. 8.00 536 60
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Duty Test (cont)
Springfield Ave. Pumping Station Pump No. E 2025
Engine Log NO. I
No. of Time Revolution Counter Gauges Temperatures
read- Counter Rev. pr. Steam Voc. Disch. well Steam Well
ings interval of en water level of en
gine pres. gine
94 1.00 09342584.0 272.0 150 26.8 85. 5 8.48 551 60
95 1.15 09342848.0 264.0 149 26.8 85. 5 8338 548 61
96 1.30 09343114.0 266.0 151 26.8 86. 8.60 550 61
97 1.45 09343379.0 265.0 148 26.8 85. 5 8.32 552 61
266.6 147 26.7186. 68 7.45 P A 11 <u? 60.6
Correction due to
13. 4S ft. water col. on steam ga. 5.
5.84
Av. steam Pres. 141.16
Log of Observers 1.45 P.M. 6.00 P M Haynee, Golden
6. 00 6. 30 Solden
6.30 7.15 Haynes
7.15 9. 00 Haynee ro in en
9. 00 4. 30 A.M. Martin Halpin
4. 30 A.M. 6.45 Martin Nicholson
6.45 7.30 Martin
7. 30 83.0 Martin T icholson
8.30 11.15 Martin Michol son
11.15 12.00 Martin
13. 00 12. 35P.M. Nicholson
12. 35 P.M. 1.45 Martin, Nicholson
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Duty Test
Springfield Ave. Pumping Station
Engine Log No, , 2
JMVJ. UX J. XJUtr u-au^et
X cau~ Receivers, T P PalXJ d.X AC C .
"7 1"l or Q 1st. 2nd. CX <j V J. X Q 71 f»CL11V O D uViV
C JL C< to
X -L. 45 29 . +j oiJi X ( . O 1 OIX UX IT KXO. O
p p no 29 . 5 qoC/
V
17 RX f . o 1 07XVI 1 7 RX o* o
T
<C/» X.J 31 1.2 90 18 107 17 7
4 2. 30 30 1.2 102 16 107 13 4
5 2 45 30 1.2 103 15-X. «•_/ 106 13 3
6 3. 00 29 1.2 103 13 106 13.7
7 3. 15 31 1.2 103 14 106 13.7
8 3. 30 31 1.2 103 13 105 13.7
9 3. 45 32 1.2 102 12. 5 106 13. 6
10 4.00 32 2.0 105 12 105 13. 6
11 4. 15 31.5 2.0 106 12 105 13. 7
12 4. 30 31 1.2 106 12 104 13. 7
13 4.45 32 1.5 106 12 104 13. 6
14 r.oo 31 1.5 105 12 104 13.6
15 5.15 31 1.5 101 12 105 13. 5
16 5. 30 30 1.5 103 12 105 13. 5
17 5.45 30 1. 2 103 12 105 18.6
18 6.00 30 1.5 102 12 103 13.6
19 6.15 30 1.5 105 12 104 13.6
20 6. 30 31 1.5 105 12 106 13.7
21 6*45 30 1.5 102 12 1C5 13.7
22 7 00 31 1.5 103 12 105 13.7
P7
*3o f . XQ 70 1 5X. «J 1 07Xv o 1 P inXXX 1 7 R-to. o
PA f . ov 71OX 1 RX. O 1 P 110XXV 17 7XO. i
PR 7 70O V 1 RX. J 1 07x vo X<j 110XXV 17 7X O. '
ft no 71ox 1 RX. O 1 ORXwo 1 pX«5 1 ORXvo 1 7 RX o. o
P7 ft 1 RO. XD 71ox 1 rx» o 1 DAX Vrr 1ft 1 07X V 1 1 7 RX o. o
Pft#00 ft 70a. OV 70«_> V 1 RX. ..J 1 OT 1 PXxS 110XXV 17 7XO. f
OQ
<»y 70OV 1 RX . o Xv4 JLUo 15. b
70 Q OO 30 1 RX. O 1 OKJLUo J.45 1 oo XO. f
71 30.0 1.5 107X v O 1 P 1 1 oXXV It ftxo. o
32 9 30 29.5 1.5 1 07X Vo 1 PX<3 117XXO IT ftXO. O
33 9 4R 30 1.5 1 0^1 1 p 1 1 AX J. *fc 1 A P
34 10 00 30 1.5 1 OA 1 p 1 OftXvo 1 u4 O
35 10. 15 30 1.5 106 12 107 14. 8
36 10. 30 30 1.5 106 12 106 14.5
37 10.45 30 1.5 106 12 108 13.9
38 11.00 30 2.0 106 12 106 14.2
39 11.15 30 2.0 105 12 106 14.
40 11.30 30 2.0 105 12 107 14.0
41 11.45 31 2.0 105 12 106 14.0
42 12.00 31 2.0 105 12 106 14.0
43 12.15 31 2.0 105 12 106 14.0
Pump No. E 2025
Oct. 18 2, 1908,
Strolce shortag
No.l side No. 2 side
Up Down Up DoTm
l/8
l/8
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
l/4
3/8
1/4
3/8
3/8
1/6
A8
1/8
3/4
1/6
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/818
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/8
1/8
i
//
s
178
1/8
1/8
1/4
1/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
3/8
4s3/8
A41/4
1/4
1/8
1/4
A41/4
1/4
1/8
1/8
1/8 5/8
fa 1/4
i/8
1/8 1/8
6 1/8
1/4
1/4 1/8
fa 1/8
1/8 44l/8 l/4
1/4 3/8
1/4 5/8
1/4 1/4
1/8 1/4
3/8 1/4
1/4 1/8
3/8 1/4
1/4 1/8
1/4 1/8
1/8 1/8
174 r/8
1/8
l/4 l/8
1/8 1/4
1/8 1/4
1/8 1/4
fa 1/4
3/8
1/4
A4
1/8 1/8
1/8 1/8
fa 1/4
1/8
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
17*
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Duty Test (cont)
Springfield Ave.' Pumping Station
Engine Log. No. 2
Punro No. E 2025
Oct. 1& 2
,
1908.
NO. Ox Time Gauges
Read- Receivers Keneat.— T 13L. r. Bai
ing 1SX <>ncL er uoils j acK
ex
ance
Pres
44 12. 30 31 2. 104 12 106
45 12.45 31 2. 104 12 107
36 1. 00 31 2. 105 12 ^ on107
47 1. 15 31 2. 106 12 106
48 1. 30 31 1.7 106 12 106
49 1.45 30 1.7 105 12 106
50 2. 00 30 1.7 104 12 106
51 2.15 30 1.7 104 11. 5 106
52 2. 30 30 1.7 104 11.5 105
53 2.45 30 1.7 103 11. 5 105
54 3.00 Z2 1. 8 104 11.3 108
55 3. 15 'ZlO-i- T o1. <d 105 11.0 107
56 3. 30 T 11. 5 All103 11. 107
O ( T AK ^Tox 1. 5 i riA Xl. u 1 nc1 Uo
Do a no tioi 1. 6 1 Oc it n11. V T Oft1UO
OS A 1 R xi61 1. 1 T n.i« IT O11. U T OR1UO
a no u A "SCO %i 1 t n>f1U4 11. U T A ClUO
f?T AK %Clov i n 11. O 1UO
R 9D *5 r no ZlOX T. 1X. X 1 Olxux 11. o T fir1UO
O. J- o «JX 1X. \J i no T T K11. o t n^1U r
64 5 ^0 31 5 1X. V X \J\J lx. O i nRx uo
65 5. 45 30 1. 100 11 7xx. r 1 nfiX uo
66 6. 00 30 1. 100«*- S/ v/ 1 ? 1 07
67 6. 15 30 1. 100 12. 1 AN107
68 6. 30 32 1. o 100 12. 107
69 6. 45 32 1. o 100 12. 107
70 7. 00 31 i o1. o 100 12. 106
•7 T71 7. lo 31 1. o 100 12. 106
7£ 7. 30 31 1. o 100 11. 8 106
73 7. 45 31 1. o 100 TO O12. 10b
74 8. 00 32 2. 5 100 12. 106
75 8. 15 32 2. 100 12. 105
76 8. 30 31 2. 100 12. 105
77 8.45 30 1.3 100 12. 105
78 9. 00 31 1.3 100 12. 105
79 9.15 31 1.8 100 12.0 104
80 9.30 31 1.3 100 12.0 104
81 9.45 32 2.0 100 12.0 104
82 10.00 31 1.3 100 12.0 104
83 10. 15 31 1.3 100 12.0 104
84 10.30 31 1.5 100 12.0 104
85 10.45 32 1.3 102 12.5 104
86 11.00 31 1.3 100 12.5 105
87 11.15 32 1.3 102 12.5 105
88 11.30 31 1.3 102 12. 5 105
Acc.
Back
Pres.
14.6
14.3
14.8
14.5
14.2
13.9
13.8
13.9
14.3
14.4
15.3
14.9
14.2
14.6
14 . 9
14.9
14.2
14.6
15.0
14.8
15.0
14.7
14.8
14.4
14.3
18.8
13.8
14.2
13.6
13.7
13.4
13.6
13.6
13.5
13.8
13.8
14.2
14.1
14.0
14.0
14.0
14.5
14.3
14.0
1399
StroKe Shortage
No. 1 side rio.2sid|5
Up Doi7n Up Down
H*
HB
l/s
b
$
1/8
1/8
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/4
1/8
l/s
3/8
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
3/8
1/4
l/8
I//
l/4
1/4
1/8
1/4
378
t
1/8
1/8
1/4
T
1/4
1/8
1/4
1/8
l/4 318
1/8
l/8 3/8
b 3/8
1/8 3/8
1/8 1/4
b i/8
3/8
3/8
1/8 1/4
b 1/2
1/8 i7s
1/8 1/8
1/8 1/4
1/8 1/4
fa 1/4
3/8
• 1/4
1/8 l/4
1/8 b
1/4
1/4
1/8
1/8
V
1/8
A*
1/8 1/4
fa iVs
1/8

89. 11.45 31 1.3 102
90 12.00 31 1.3 103
91 12.15 31 1.3 103
92 12.30 31 2.0 103
93 12.45 30 1.5 101
94 1.00 31 1.3 103
95 1.15 31 1.3 103
96 1.30 31 1.5 105
97 1.45 31 1.5 105
Average 31.0 1.45 103
Log No. 2
Bai AGC.
r\ y\ /~»ance "D O 1^"
ex i res. P!P0S #
1 ft tr12. 5 105 13. 8
1*3. 5 1U4 13, o
lo. U Ida O
13.0 104 13. 5
13.0 104 13.6
13.0 104 13.5
13.0 104 13. 5
13.0 102 14.0
13.0 104 13.9
12.8 106 14.1
4Q
Duty Test ( cont
)
Springfield Ave. Punroing Station Pump E 2025
Oct. 2, 1908
tfo. of Time Gauges Stroke shortage
read- Receivers Reheat J. P. l cc No. 1 side No. 2 sid
1st 2nd er coils Jack Bade Up Dorm Up Dorm
l/8 l/8
1/8 l/4 l/8 1/4f
1/8 1/8 1/4
1/8 l'/8 l'/8 lh
l/8 l/8
1/8 1/8
l/8
l/8 1/4
1/4
0. 513
Log of Observers.
1.45 P.M. - 5.00 P.M. Palmer, Mccarty
5.00 P
.
M. - 6.00 P.M. McCart3r
,
Olsen
6.00 P.M. - 6.30 P.M. Mccarty
6.30 P.M. - 7.10 P.M. Olsen
7.10 P.M. - 9.00 P.M. Palmer, McCarty
9.00 P.M. - 4.30 A.M. Persons, Heyne
4. 30 A.M. - 6.45 a.M. Persons, • Bryne
6.45 A.M. - 7.30 A.M. 'Hryne
7.30 A.M. - 8550 A.M. Persons
8. 30 A.M. -12. 00 A.M. 1 Byrne
12.00A.M. -12.40 P.M. Persons
12.40 P.M. - 1.45 P.M. Persons, 1 Byrne
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DHty Test
SP^insfield Ave. Pumping Station Pump No. E 2025
Oct. 1, 1908.
Log of Condensed Steam
No. of Temp. Barrel No. 1 Barrel No. 2
read'g don- Time Tare Gross Net Time Tare Gross Net
den
aed
steam
DO •or J. . DO p isM. 1244 889 1. 50 341 1262 921
O O r P OR « tf •576 1332 956 2. 00 320 1151 811
D O r ^ 47 ti tt 347 1183 836 2.10 336 1234 898
O O Tit ti tf 1236 878 2. 20 313 1278 965
DO pr P tip; ti 11 o oo 1317 959 2 30W 4 'J w 313 1200 887
70 2 45 n If 353\J +S \J 1080 677 2.40 321 1206 885
63 FJ. 2. 55 tt tf 430 1293 863 2. 50 424 1266 842
63 T? 3. 05 n tf 437 1326 889 3. 00 416 1206 790
63 P 3. 15 ti ft 448 1286 838 3.10 385 1227 842
63 P 3.25 n tf 447 1344 897 3.20 443 1376 933
63 P 3. 35 ti ft 445 1358 913 3.30 446 1291 845
70 P 3.45 ti ft 445 1352 907 3.40 466 1336 870
63 P 3.55 » tf 438 1337 899 3. 50 444 907
63 P 4.05 it ft 426 1362 936 4.00 425 1339 914
68 P 4. 15 it ff 463 1337 874 4.10 431 1292 861
68 P 4.25 tt tt 444 1297 853 4.20 436 1387 951
68 P 4. 35 it !f 443 1390 947 4.30 424 1250 826
70 P 4. 45 ii It 437 1250 813 4.40 431 1334 903
70 P 4.55 tt ff 450 1347 897 4.50 426 1400 974
69 P 5.05 it tf 449 1460 1011 5.00 451 1284 833
68 P 5.15 tt tt 444 1272 828 5.10 433 1315 882
71 P 5.25 tt tf 442 1298 856 5.20 425 1383 958
68 P 5.35 w tf 459 1429 970 5.30 441 1216 G75
67 P 5.45 tt tf 447 1220 773 5J40 444 1292 848
70 P 5.55 tt ft 450 1265 815 5.50 434 1379 945
67 P 6. 05 tt tf 446 1367 921 6. 00 436 1180 744
74 P 6.15 it It 446 1214 768 6.10 328 1347 919
68 PJ. 6. 25 it tf 446 1368 922 6.20 427 1370 943
65 P 6.35 it tt 441 1348 907 6.30 431 1228 797
68 P 6.45 tt If 446 1239 793 6.40 424 1310 886
65 P 6.55 tt tf 451 1384 933 6.50 427 1338 911
65 P 7.05 it tt 438 1297 859 7.00 430 1231 811
72 P 7.15 tt tf 380 1214 834 7.10 326 1293 967
68 P 7.25 tt ff 365 1404 1039 7.20 325 1297 972
67 P 7.35 tt tt 380 1312 932 7.30 332 1103 771
70 P 7.45 it ft 377 1229 852 7.40 319 1253 934
65 P 7.55 tt It S67 1370 1003 7.50 325 1251 926
63 P 8.05 tt tf 433 1427 994 8.00 375 1162 787
64 P 8.15 tt tt 455 1252 797 8.10 432 1254 822
65 P 8.25 tt tf 454 1378 924 8.20 424 1870 946
65 P 8.35 tt If 452 1374 922 8.30 427 1192 765
63 P 8.45 tt tt 448 1280 832 8.40 381 1332 951
60 P 8. 55 ir tf 455 1312 857 8.50 418 1309 891
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Duty Test (cont)
Springfield Ave. Pumping station Pump No. E 2025
Oct. 1, 1908.
Log of Condensed Steam
No. of Temp. Barrel No. 1 Barrel No. 2
read'g don- Time Tare Gyoss Net Time Tare Gross Net
dens
ed
steam
69 P 9.05 P. M. 442 1282 840 9.00 424 1322 898
67 F 9.15 tt it 456 1341 885 9.10 431 1353 922
70 P 9.25 w tt 451 1387 936 9.20 411 1386 975
68 P 9.35 it tt 450 1351 901 9.30 402 1150 748
71 P 9.45 ti it 447 1261 814 9.40 435 1377 942
65 P 9.55 n it 451 1400 949 9.50 435 1319 884
68 P 10. 05 tr it 451 1318 867 10. 00 430 1272 842
69 P 10.15 « it 451 1318 860 10.10 438 1335 897
69 P 10. 25 tt tt 453 1360 tr\ r tt907 10.20 375 1362 987
actoo T7I T a ?r1U. 3o if ii a r: t453 T T C IT1353 yuu T A 1 AID, 3u A A C44o T O A f\1/dUU 755
f U inr J.U. *to ii a r:T40 J. JUoDO o a abU4 1 A ^ A J T A41U T A T O1418 1 AAf»1008
7
1
f X TTIr J.JL. yo n ii J-OOO T a cn1U. ou 433 T 1 0*71327 894
7T1 J. r T t or n ti A CI i /i rt n±4 r U 1U1 f ±1, UU 432 1222 tt tr\f\790
RO 1 1 or it it 4DO 1 9T «7 11. 1U 423 T 7 7 1"1335 912
6-4- P 1 1 9R n it AA^. Q OO T T OA11. .dU 43o 1360 /-v f-\ <rs,922
79 r 1 1 **R ti tt ARCftOO 1 "^RR O 17 f -L . O U 117fi 74^
71 r 1 T 4 r> it it 442 1481 10^9JU \J %J +J 11 40 423 013
73 P 11. 55 it it 449 1356 907 11. 50 425 1316 891
68 P 12. 05 it tt 445 1351 906 12. 00 434 1352 918
68 P 12.15 tt n 454 1340 886 12. 10 423 1390 967
64 P 12. 25 it » 440 1379 939 12.20 430 1415 985
DO in 1 9 roO tt tt AA"\ 1 XAH O ACy uo 1 o *tUO T 9T Ajl<> jL4 O AOoUy
O ( T?r J-<5. ftO it ti A R T -Loo I oo4 TO A A >4 TA43U 1350 r>i f\ c905
f u TP 1 9 R kx/o. OO ii it A A Q lool OCOOO/O TO C A1/d. oU >v oo422 1258 836
64 P 1 orJ. . uo it ti AA"744 f orjoO f o T A A1. U'J 4<J5 1362 937
63 P X, 1J it tt AA~\ J. OO u y±y T T A1. 1U 42 r t /i Art1407 980
61 P -L. »dO ti ii 44U i ta r\1300 o f r\860 1. 20 436 1358 922
61 P 1 ^R-L • OO n tt 4o ( T Ol Al/dl4 r» r» r»Iff 1. oO 425 1315 890
66 P T AC1. 45 ttIr A A T441 1 1 J J1144 tt r\ rr703 1. 40 432 1108 676
60 P l.M If if 439 1185 746 1. 50 425 1±21 696
64 P 2. 05 & tt 434 1167 733 2. 00 426 1043 617
70 P 2.15 tt it 456 1245 789 2. 10 412 1349 937
65 P O OCT n ft 44/d T C7 >14 O O/d 9 OA >1 Ovt T 71 yl O OAoyu
61
. P 2. 35 tt it 447 1392 945 2.30 423 1208 785
65 P 2.45 it tt 444 1202 758 2.40 394 1207 813
70 P 2.55 n it 443 1345 902 2.50 427 1288 861
62 TP 3.05 it ti 445 1467 1022 3.00 429 1325 896
68 P 3.15 tt it 449 1286 837 3.10 437 1299 862
70 P 3.25 it it 459 1287 828 3.20 440 1352 912
60 P 3.35 tt tt 451 1420 969 3.30 445 1233 788
70 P 3.45 it tt 444 1309 865 3.40 432 1267 835
69 P 3.55 tt it 438 1290 852 3.50 432 1354 922
65 P 4.05 tt it 444 1260 816 4.00 438 1341 903
59 P 4.15 tt it 446 1257 811 4.10 426 1354 928
68 P 4.25 it it 438 1229 791 4.20 430 1299 869
J
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Duty Test (cont)
Springfield Ave. , Pumping station
Log of Condensed
Tare Gross
Purao No. E 2025
Oct. 1st 1908
No. of Temp,
read'g con
dens
ed
Time
Steam
Net Time Tare Gross Net
steam
66
70
68
68
4. 35
4.45
439 1 w 7 rr135 I A 30 423 1272 849
454 l/d30 f f D 435 1300 860
4. 55 446
n ry rf O1330 O orfc 4- RO 451T: 'J -J- 1320 865
5. 05 418
"1 A O O1422 J.UL4 1221 791
67
67
5. 15
5.25
437 1232 rf n t: o. jlu 897
455 1330 a ft rr875 C OA AT7 1 77fi 941
'
67 5. 35 445 1387 942 5. 30 45U
QCft
64 5. 45 445 1283 838 5.40
wat395 0O0
65 5.55 426 1355 929 5. 50 43 ±314 obi
72 6. 05 444 1334 890 6. 00 432 1371
O WT O939
65 6. 15 446 1265 819 6. 10 431 1316 885
70 6. 25 446 1357 911 6. 20 423 1404 981
66 6. 35 435 1411 976 6. 30 422 1318 896
69 6.45 440 1320 880 6. 40
A CS A424 T iy i A1340 916
70 6.S5 441 1442 1001 6. 50 425 1297 872
65 7.05 445 1335 890 7. 00 423 1225 802
69 7. 15 438 1251 813 7. 10 424 1266 842
65 7.25 447 1300 853 7. 20 432 1405 973
67 7. 35 443 1334 891 7 % 30 426 1283 r ft857
65 7. 45 450 1244 if r~"\ 4794 r? a s\7. 40 1 a r425 1294 869
60 7. 55 451 1*^43 y-> y-\ f-»F92 ~ . 50 4-"y » r> O O 1861
O r—65 §« 05 388 1266 O Pf O878 8. 00
r-r r—O339 1223 884
75 8. 15 382 1144 762 t r\8. 10 rr f\ A304 T Off1236 A <TO932
64 8. 25 421 1355 934 O OA8. 20 If p A350 y±o
63 8. 35 439 T OO O1292 OCT853 8. 30 inn4Uo T 0«7 T±d 1 3 000
65 8. 45 436 1267 ft ITl831 O ^4 O 438 1365 r» on927
65 8. 55 445 1331 886 O r- O8. 50 if C395 13o r 000992
64 9. 05 A A /*»446 1429 983 9. 00 451 1239 rf r* r\788
O r%66 O T r9. 15 452 1268 816 O TO9. 10 442 1315 873
DO A O f9. 25 A AA449 a a r\1440 991 O OO9. 20 431 1403 rf972
I X. J. OO 1 A1~\ Q Cy00 435) T OOO f y4
71 9. 45 453 1232 779 9. 40 436 1376 9413
65 9.55 450 1360 910 9.50 427 1330 923
66 10.05 430 1319 889 10.00 432 1210 778
67 10.15 447 1338 891 10.10 423 1220 797
67 10. 25 453 1293 840 10.20 4255 1377 950
65 10. 35 463 1270 807 10.30 446 1227 181
69 10.45 446 1277 831 10.40 443 1294 851
68 10. 55 452 1254 802 10.50 430 1468 1038
65 11.05 451 1464 1013 11.00 394 1196 802
65 11.15 449 1221 772 11.10 434 1272 838
66 11.25 450 1283 833 11.20 451 1455 1004
66 11. 35 458 1488 1030 11.30 435 1182 747
65 11.45 447 1208 761 11.40 436 1323 887
65 11. 55 454 1328 874 11.50 426 1455 1029
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No. of Terap.
read'g con
Duty Test (cont)
Springfield Ave. Pumping Station Pump No E 2025
Otet. 1, 1908
Lftg of Condensed Steam
Time
Barrel Ho. 1
Tare Gross Net
Barrel No. 2
Time Tare Gross Net
den
sed
steam
72 12. 05 441 1310 869 12.00 417 1273 856
68 12.15 446 1257 811 12.10 428 1330 902
70 12. 25 440 1332 892 12.20 430 1405 975
64 12. 35 442 1155 713 12. 30 436 1249 813
64 12. 45 442 1245 803 12.40 432 1361 929
64 12. 55 446 1173 727 12.50 424 1365 941
65 1.05 438 1323 885 1.00 403 1328 925
63 1.15 442 1224 782 1.10 430 1286 856
60 1.25 459 1356 897 1.20 426 1453 1027
60 1.35 448 1505 1057 1.30 441 1200 759
65 1.45 445 1179 734 1.40 428 1258 830
Average66.
6
Total Condensed Steam 252415 lbs.
Observers
1.45 - 5.00
5.00 p 6.30
6.30 - 7.10
7.10 - 8.40
8.40 - 8.45
8.45 - 4. 30A
4.30 - 6.45
6.45 - 7.30
7.30 - 8.30
8.30 - 11.15
11.15 - 11.55
11.55 - 12.25
12. 85 - 1.45
Boesch , Olsea
Bo esen Palmer
Palmer
Boesch
Boesch Akeson
M. w Akeson
Boesch Carlson
Boesch Carlson
Bftesch
Boesch Carlson
Carlson
Boesch
Boesch Carlson



